Color Products for Fashion Design

INSPIRATION

Blue, but which blue? Pantone’s portable and desktop color books let you see color families at a glance so you can hone in on exactly the right shade for your new project.

Use these tools for:
- Apparel design
- Design of soft goods
- Fashion accessories

1. **Cotton Passport**  Good, on-the-go
   All 2,310 Fashion, Home & Interiors colors in an easy-to-carry, accordion format, allowing you to check fabric color in the stores, on customer visits, or at the mills.

2. **Cotton Planner**  Good, in the office
   A desktop color reference, the Cotton Planner features all 2,310 market-driven colors in one handy and compact volume for office use.

3. **Nylon Brights Set**
   21 popular bright shades on nylon in one handy ring set. These bold colors have been selected for apparel use in the swimwear, outerwear, activewear, workwear and safety industries.

4. **Color Guide**
   Designed to show the appearance of color on product, the Color Guide illustrates all 2,310 of the Fashion, Home + Interiors colors as a lacquer coating on paper.

5. **Color Specifier and Guide Set**
   The FHI set is the solution for colors on the go and in the office. In addition to the Color Guide, the Color Specifier houses all 2,310 FHI colors as six tear-out chips, allowing accurate color communication with clients and suppliers.

6. **SkinTone™ Guide**
   Scientifically measuring thousands of skin tones across the full spectrum of human skin types. Specially formulated to be the physical representations of skin colors, the library is a comprehensive visual reference of human skin tones for use in any market where skin colors are relevant.
The best ideas can be sparked by a single point of inspiration. Capture color inspiration from the world around you with Pantone digital tools and have confidence in your palettes with our trend forecasting publications.

**TPG Sheets**
TPG Sheets are available for all 2,310 of the FHI colors. Each sheet includes a printed grid on the back for chipping with corresponding color name and number. It gives product designers and product partners versatile color representation for communication, specification, and evaluation.

**Polyester Swatch Set**
Polyester Swatch Set offers 203 NEW COLORS, uniquely curated for designers and colorists working in apparel, textiles, and soft home in one convenient storage case. Chromatically arranged by color family, our new 2” x 2” mini swatches are secured, double layered, and on unbacked 100% polyester fabric.

**Metallic Shimmers Color Specifier**
The Pantone FHI System introduces 200 new shades in our Metallic Shimmers Color Specifier book. The metallic finish speaks luxury and brilliance while still showing off the true color. Use this versatile format for mood boards, product sketches, or attaching color to design files.

**Metallic Shimmers Color Guide**
The Pantone FHI System introduces 200 new shades in our Metallic Shimmers Color Guide. The metallic finish speaks luxury and brilliance while still showing off the true color on products. This guide’s fan format displays one full-bleed color per page.

**Metallic Shimmers TPM Sheet**
The Pantone FHI System introduces 200 new shades as individual Metallics Shimmers (TPM) sheets. This versatile format can be used for communication, specification, and evaluation.
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INSPIRATION

The best ideas can be sparked by a single point of inspiration. Capture color inspiration from the world around you with Pantone digital tools and have confidence in your palettes with our trend forecasting publications.

PANTONEVIEW Colour Planner
Seasonal inspiration, key color directives, suggested color harmonies plus material and product application, 18-24 months ahead. Published twice annually.

PANTONEVIEW Home + Interiors
Annual publication providing visual inspiration and key color direction for home furnishings 12-18 months ahead. Available with focuses on soft and hard goods and plastic products.

VIEWPOINT COLOUR
Seasonal trend book dedicated to color. Includes imagery, material direction, and trend forecasts. Lifestyle approach provides a global perspective across all design.

Plastic Standard Chips
Large polypropylene color standards allow you to visualize and specify Pantone Matching System and Fashion, Home + Interiors colors in your designs.

Pantone Studio for iOS
Capture your world in Pantone Color, build and create palettes to test on 3D-rendered materials and designs, and share Pantone Colors with your Creative Cloud account, clients, and social networks.

CAPSURE™
Capture color inspiration from any surface, material, or fabric – even small, patterned, multi-colored textures and textiles – and match it quickly and accurately to a Pantone Color.
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Try color combinations, match your inspiration samples, or pin to a mood board – Pantone’s removable format palette-building tools make palette development easy and fun. Work with confidence, knowing that your colors will be achievable once you reach final production.

Cotton Chip Set
The affordable palette development tool for textile design. This two-volume reference features removable tabs that allow you to lay colors side by side for palette selection, presentations, and color communication.

Cotton Swatch Library
The Cotton Swatch Library is your ultimate product and palette development tool for mood boards and presentations at the office. Removable, double-layered 2" x 2" swatches provide premium color visualization.

Nylon Brights Set
21 popular bright shades on nylon in one handy ring set. These bold colors have been selected for apparel use in the swimwear, outerwear, activewear, workwear and safety industries.

Color Guide
Designed to show the appearance of color on product, the Color Guide illustrates all 2,310 of the Fashion, Home + Interiors colors as a lacquer coating on paper.

Color Specifier and Guide Set
The FHI set is the solution for colors on the go and in the office. In addition to the Color Guide, the Color Specifier houses all 2,310 FHI colors as six tear-out chips, allowing accurate color communication with clients and suppliers.

SkinTone™ Guide
Scientifically measuring thousands of skin tones across the full spectrum of human skin types. Specially formulated to be the physical representations of skin colors, the library is a comprehensive visual reference of human skin tones for use in any market where skin colors are relevant.
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Try color combinations, match your inspiration samples, or pin to a mood board – Pantone’s removable format palette-building tools make palette development easy and fun. Work with confidence, knowing that your colors will be achievable once you reach final production.

TPG Sheets
TPG Sheets are available for all 2,310 of the FHI colors. Each sheet includes a printed grid on the back for chipping with corresponding color name and number. It gives product designers and product partners versatile color representation for communication, specification, and evaluation.

Polyester Swatch Set
Polyester Swatch Set offers 203 NEW COLORS, uniquely curated for designers and colorists working in apparel, textiles, and soft home in one convenient storage case. Chromatically arranged by color family, our new 2" x 2" mini swatches are secured, double layered, and on unbacked 100% polyester fabric.

Metallic Shimmers Color Specifier
The Pantone FHI System introduces 200 new shades in our Metallics Shimmers Color Specifier book. The metallic finish speaks luxury and brilliance while still showing off the true color. Use this versatile format for mood boards, product sketches, or attaching color to design files.

Metallic Shimmers Color Guide
The Pantone FHI System introduces 200 new shades in our Metallic Shimmers Color Guide. The metallic finish speaks luxury and brilliance while still showing off the true color on products. This guide’s fan format displays one full-bleed color per page.

Metallic Shimmers TPM Sheet
The Pantone FHI System introduces 200 new shades as individual Metallics Shimmers (TPM) sheets. This versatile format can be used for communication, specification, and evaluation.
Plastic Standard Chips
Large polypropylene color standards allow you to visualize and specify Pantone Matching System and Fashion, Home + Interiors colors in your designs.

With a robust color offering for coated goods and plastics that span both Pantone Color Systems, you have the flexibility to create with colors that can meet both the client’s color demands and budget constraints.
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**Pantone Studio for iOS**
Capture your world in Pantone Color, build and create palettes to test on 3D-rendered materials and designs, and share Pantone Colors with your Creative Cloud account, clients, and social networks.

**ColorMunki Smile**
ColorMunki Smile delivers super-simple monitor calibration for your laptop or desktop monitor. Easily calibrate your computer screen to see your color correctly.

**i1Display Pro**
The choice of discerning designers and imaging professionals for the high level of on-screen color accuracy. The ideal balance of unrivaled color precision, speed, options, and controls to fit any workflow.

**i1Studio Designer Edition**
The new i1 Studio Designer Edition is the start-to-finish color management solution for Color Perfectionists looking for high-quality results. The i1 Studio spectrophotometer calibrates multiple devices and PCM software allows you to export color-perfected palettes directly into your design tools. Your final production will match your vision more closely than you ever thought possible.

Translate real-world color into your favorite software and design with confidence knowing that your on-screen color will best represent your final design output.
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3
PRODUCTION & EVALUATION

The production stage can be the most nerve-wracking, but you’re not sweating it. That’s because the Pantone Colors in your design all map back to individually available color standards, backed by spectral color data. Lab dips will be approved faster, with fewer reruns, and easier on the budget.

SMART Color Swatch Card
The leading cotton color standard. Made on double-layered fabric to the exact color specifications. All other Fashion, Home, + Interiors products are references to this definitive color standard.

Nylon Brights Swatch Card
Available in 21 bright and fluorescent colors especially selected for apparel use in the swimwear, outerwear, active wear, workwear and safety industries.

Color Guide
Designed to show the appearance of color on product, the Color Guide illustrates all 2,310 of the Fashion, Home + Interiors colors as a lacquer coating on paper.

Color Specifier and Guide Set
The FHI set is the solution for colors on the go and in the office. In addition to the Color Guide, the Color Specifier houses all 2,310 FHI colors as six tear-out chips, allowing accurate color communication with clients and suppliers.

Spectral Data
For those who work with digital color, Pantone offers full spectral data in QTX format for all 2,310 Fashion, Home & Interior colors.

Nylon Brights Spectral Data
For those who work with digital color, Pantone offers full spectral data in QTX format for all 21 colors in our Nylon Brights collection.
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PRODUCTION & EVALUATION

The production stage can be the most nerve-wracking, but you’re not sweating it. That’s because the Pantone Colors in your design all map back to individually available color standards, backed by spectral color data. Lab clips will be approved faster, with fewer reruns, and easier on the budget.

SkinTone™ Guide
Scientifically measuring thousands of skin tones across the full spectrum of human skin types. Specially formulated to be the physical representations of skin colors, the library is a comprehensive visual reference of human skin tones for use in any market where skin colors are relevant.

Plastic Standard Chips
Large polypropylene color standards allow you to visualize and specify Pantone Matching System and Fashion, Home + Interiors colors in your designs.

TPG Sheets
TPG Sheets are available for all 2,310 of the FHI colors. Each sheet includes a printed grid on the back for chipping with corresponding color name and number. It gives product designers and product partners versatile color representation for communication, specification, and evaluation.

Polyester Swatch Card
Polyester Swatch Cards are the latest synthetic color standards for designers and product developers in apparel, textiles, and soft home. Made on double-layered fabric to the exacting color specifications, The total 203 unique colors are forecast-driven to complement our other existing Fashion, Home + Interiors reference products.

Metallic Shimmers Color Specifier
The Pantone FHI System introduces 200 new shades in our Metallics Shimmers Color Specifier book. The metallic finish speaks luxury and brilliance while still showing off the true color. Use this versatile format for mood boards, product sketches, or attaching color to design files.

Metallic Shimmers Color Guide
The Pantone FHI System introduces 200 new shades in our Metallic Shimmers Color Guide. The metallic finish speaks luxury and brilliance while still showing off the true color on products. This guide’s fan format displays one full-bleed color per page.
Metallic Shimmers TPM Sheet

The Pantone FHI System introduces 200 new shades as individual Metallics Shimmers (TPM) sheets. This versatile format can be used for communication, specification, and evaluation.

The production stage can be the most nerve-wracking, but you’re not sweating it. That’s because the Pantone Colors in your design all map back to individually available color standards, backed by spectral color data. Lab dips will be approved faster, with fewer reruns, and easier on the budget.
D65 Lighting Indicator Stickers
Easy-to-use stickers with two color patches that match when lighting conditions are ideal and mismatch when lighting is poor. Attach to design files to ensure color accuracy.

Pantone 3 Light Booth D65
Provides a consistent and reliable environment for evaluating products and prints. Includes three light settings for daylight, store and home environments.

Pantone 5 Light Booth D65
Provides a consistent and reliable environment for evaluating products. Simulates five common daylight, home, and store environments.

RM200QC Spectrocolorimeter
Digitally measures color to aid in visual management and assessment, creating a color standard to measure against for complete color quality assurance.

Farnsworth Munsell 100 Hue Test
The industry-standard method for evaluating an individual’s ability to discern color. Includes 85 color reference caps in incremental hue variations and scoring software to confirm your team’s vision aptitude for color evaluation.

Viewing color under the proper conditions is crucial to ensuring a product that meets expectations. You can be confident in your color approvals with Pantone’s products for lighting and evaluation.
Overview
Pantone Color Swatch Card is the leading cotton color standard for designers and product developers in apparel, textiles, and soft home. Made on double-layered fabric to the exact color specifications, the Pantone swatch card includes full spectral data and a UV protected pouch for assured color accuracy in production. All other Fashion, Home, and Interiors products are references to this definitive color standard.

Format
- One 4” x 4” color swatch made of 100% cotton poplin
- Double-layered un-backed fabric on a non-optically brightened paper card
- UV-protected pouch shields the fabric from light and humidity
- The non-reflective, smooth surface makes it perfect for color visualization

Color
- Available in all 2,310 achievable, reproducible colors, including 210 new market-driven colors in the system
- Pantone Swatch Cards are dyed within a dE 0.5 tolerance, an accurate color standard available to save you time and money during production
- Each swatch is referenced by a corresponding color name and number
- Dye formulations are available for each color here
- Combining Spectral Data (available separately) with a physical Swatch Card standards increases first-time approvals by 80%
- Pantone’s consulting services can help you establish and optimize your digital color management workflow

Application
- Use Case: textiles, apparel, soft home, and interiors products
- Use for precise visual color evaluation, spectrophotometric color reading, and specifying color to production partners

Production & Evaluation
Overview
Pack a bold punch with our new juicy, bright Swatch Cards. The Nylon Swatch Card is available in 21 bright and fluorescent colors especially selected for apparel use in the swimwear, outerwear, active wear, workwear, and safety industries.

Format
- 4” x 4” Nylon Swatch Card made of knitted fabric
- Double layered un-backed fabric on non-optically brightened paper for true representation of the color
- UV protected pouch shields fabric from light and humidity

Color
- Available in all 21 market-driven bright and fluorescent colors, dyed on nylon fabric
- Each swatch is referenced by color name and number
- Dye formulations are available for each color
- Spectral data is available for purchase separately

Application
Use Case: swimwear, intimate apparel, and athleisure
Use for palette development, mood boards, color communication, specification, and production

Shop Now
Overview
Designed to show the appearance of color on product, the Color Guide illustrates all 2,310 of the Fashion, Home & Interiors colors as a lacquer coating on paper. The tool for hard home, ceramics, paint, cosmetics, fashion accessories, and leather applications, Color Guide is our affordable and portable offering in the FHI system.

Format
- Portable fan deck in a two-volume set
- Seven colors per page on 1.6” x 0.8” paper chips made of lacquer stripe coating on paper
- TPG (Textile Paper - Green) suffix indicates the latest evolution of the FHI product line – we removed all lead and chromium content from the TPX products to offer a safer and environmentally friendly product

Color
- 2,310 colors, including 210 new market-driven colors in the system
- Color arranged in chromatic format, with 210 new colors displayed in the front of volume one
- Each color referenced by a corresponding name and number

Application
Use Case: for hard home, ceramics, textiles, apparel, paint, cosmetics, fashion accessories, and leather goods
Use for color inspiration, specification, and production at the office, lab, or on the go

Inspiration
Creation
Production & Evaluation
PANTONE®
Color Specifier and Guide Set FHIP230N

Overview
Combining the portability of the Color Guide with the added utility of the Specifier, the FHI set is the solution for colors on the go and in the office. The Color Specifier houses all 2,310 FHI colors in tear-out chips allowing accurate color communication with clients and suppliers. Both books are in the TPG (Textile Paper-Green) format.

Format
- Portable fan deck in a 2 – volume set
- Paper Color Specifier in 1 – volume desk reference binder
- TPG (Textile Paper – Green) format is strip coated lacquer formulated to remove lead and chromium from the earlier TPX colors, offering a safer and environmentally friendly product

Color
- The Color Guide has 7 colors per page in a 1 5/8” x 13/16” paper chip
- The Color Specifier has 7 colors per page, 6 tear away 5/8” x 5/8” chips per color

Application
Industry: hard home, ceramics, textiles, apparel, paint, cosmetics, fashion accessories and leather goods
Use Case: color inspiration, specification and production

Inspiration
Creation
Production & Evaluation

SHOP NOW
Overview
Available for all 2,310 Fashion, Home & Interiors colors, the Color Specifier Replacement Pages provide an affordable way to replenish the colors you use most in your Color Specifier & Guide Set. Use these perforated chips for palette development, presentations, and attaching to product specification sheets.

Format
- Three-ring binder-style pages
- Available as perforated, removable chips, sold by individual page
- Each page provides seven FHI colors with six individual chips per color
- Each chip is 1.6" x 0.8" and made of lacquer stripe coating on paper
- TPG (Textile Paper – Green) suffix indicates the latest evolution of the FHI product line - we removed all lead and chromium content from the TPX products to offer a safer and environmentally friendly product

Color
- Available in all 2,310 colors, 210 new market-driven colors in the system
- Removable chip format has three-sided color bleed is ideal when evaluating color
- Colors each displayed with coordinating numbers

Application
Use Case: hard home, ceramics, paint, cosmetics, fashion accessories, and leather goods
Use for palette development, mood boards, color communication, specification, and production

IMPORTANT: These pages are for our books published from 2015 to current. If you are attempting to replace pages from an older book, the page numbers will not match and you will receive a different page than what you are expecting. If you have an older book, please use our Color Finder to determine the correct current corresponding replacement page of the particular color you wish to replenish.
Overview
The portable Cotton Passport holds all 2,310 Fashion, Home, & Interiors colors in an easy-to-carry format, allowing you to check fabric color in the stores, on customer visits, or at the mills. Cotton Passport is the only guide organized in an accordion format, allowing you to view and select from all colors at once.

Format
- One-volume portable cotton color reference in a folio-style format
- Sixty-five 0.6” x 0.4” cotton chips per page are affixed to non-optically brightened paper
- Each chip can be isolated individually for more accurate color viewing with the included white mask
- Accordion-style pages allow you to view the entire 2,310 color palette at one time

Color
- 2,310 colors, including 210 new market-driven colors in the system
- All Pantone cotton colors formulated for achievability and fastness
- Colors arranged in chromatic format, with index in the back providing numeric location for each color
- Each color refers to a corresponding Swatch Card, the standard for color accuracy

Application
Use Case: textiles, apparel, soft home, and interiors products
Use for color inspiration, specification, and spot checking on the go

Inspiration
Overview
The popular desktop color reference for textile, fashion, home and interior designers, the Cotton Planner features all 2,310 Fashion, Home, and Interior System market-driven colors in cotton fabric in one handy and compact volume for office use.

Format
- One-volume, three-ring binder desktop reference
- Sixty-five 0.6” x 0.4” cotton chips per page affixed to non-optically brightened paper
- The small foot print of the single binder is perfect for team & for small office use
- The white space surrounding each color allows for an unobstructed visual evaluation

Color
- 2,310 colors, including 210 new market-driven colors in the system
- All Pantone cotton colors formulated for achieveability and fastness
- Colors arranged in chromatic format, with index in the back providing numeric location for each color
- Each color refers to a corresponding Swatch Card, the standard for color accuracy

Application
Use Case: textiles, apparel, soft home, and interiors products
Use for color inspiration, specification, and spot checking color at the lab or office
Overview
Cotton Chip Set is an affordable palette development tool for textile, fashion, home, and interior designers. A two-volume reference of the 2,310 Fashion, Home, and Interior System market-driven colors, Cotton Chip Set features removable tabs that allow you to lay colors side by side for palette selection, presentations, and color communication.

Format
- Two-volume, three-ring binder desktop reference
- Thirty-five 1” x 1” colors per page on removable tabs
- Each tab is a single layer of cotton fabric affixed to practically indestructible YUPO paper
- The removable tab format allows for easy color comparison and palette development
- Each tab identifies the color name, number, and location in the book

Color
- 2,310 colors, including 210 new market-driven colors
- All Pantone cotton colors formulated for achievability and fastness
- Colors arranged in chromatic format, with index in the back providing numeric location for each color
- Each color refers to a corresponding Swatch Card, the standard for color accuracy

Application
Use Case: textiles, apparel, soft home, and interiors products
Use for palette development, mood boards, presentations, and internal color communication

SHOP NOW
Cotton Swatch Library is a seven-volume set presenting all 2,310 Fashion, Home, & Interiors market-driven colors as 2” x 2” removable swatches. The only reference featuring cotton fabric in a double layered and un-backed format, the Swatch Library houses a large and true representation of each Pantone Color.

**Format**
- Seven-volume, three-ring binder office set
- 2” x 2” removable swatches per page are suitable for palette development
- Each tab is a double-layer of cotton fabric, unbacked on non-optically brightened paper
- Presented in removable folders with 2 pages per folder and 16 colors per page

**Color**
- 2,310 colors, including 210 new market-driven colors in the system
- All Pantone cotton colors formulated for achievability and fastness
- Colors arranged in chromatic format, with index in the back providing numeric location for each color
- Each color refers to a corresponding Swatch Card, the standard for color accuracy

**Application**
*Use Case: textiles, apparel, soft home, and interiors products*
*Use for palette development, mood boards, presentations, and internal color communication*
PANTONE®
Nylon Brights Set FFN100

Overview
All 21 Nylon bright colors are now available in one handy ring set. Use your Nylon Brights Ring Set to choose your colors, and then order a full 4” x 4” swatch card for optimal viewing. These bold bright colors have been especially selected for apparel use in the swimwear, outerwear, activewear, workwear and safety industries.

Format
• Portable nylon swatches on a ring
• Swatch size 1 1/3 x 4” un-backed nylon fabric
• Includes BHT-free amber UV pouch to protect the colors while not in use

Color
• 21 market-drive colors dyed on nylon fabric in bright and fluorescent colors
• Each color is referenced by a Pantone name and number
• Dye formulations are available to purchase separately

Application
Use Case: swimwear, intimate apparel and athleisure

Inspiration
Creation
Overview
The PANTONE SkinTone Guide was created by scientifically measuring thousands of skin tones across the full spectrum of human skin types. Specially formulated to be the physical representations of skin colors, the library is a comprehensive visual reference of human skin tones for use in any market where skin colors are relevant.

Format
- Large-size swatch with central hole for easy color evaluation and matching
- Each PANTONE SkinTone number is comprised of a four-digit alpha numeric number. The first two positions reflect the hue or undertone of the skin. The second two positions represent the tone or lightness and darkness of the skin.
- Digital values available in Pantone Color Manager Software
- Includes color index

Color
- 110 colors numbered from 1Y01 SP to 4R15 SP
- Each color identified by a unique PANTONE Number representing both tone and undertone
- Colors developed to present better color match under D65 (Daylight 6500K) lighting

Application
Industry: beauty, fashion, product design, photography, printing/packaging/ graphic design and medical
Overview
Proper lighting is critical to ensuring color accuracy. Our D65 Lighting Indicator Stickers are an easy to use tool with two color patches that match when lighting condition are ideal and mismatch when lighting is poor. Easily attach D65 to design and production files to ensure color accuracy for product applications.

Color
- D65 (6500k daylight) is suitable for evaluating fashion, home, beauty, and consumer products
- Sheet of 40 stickers, with two light-sensitive patches on each sticker
- Peel-off adhesive backing for attaching to any surface

Application
- Two different light-sensitive patches react to the lighting in your environment
- If the light is not in the proper range, the patches will appear different in color – the worse the light, the more drastic the contrast in patch colors
- Attach stickers to design and production files to ensure you and your teams make accurate color decisions
Overview
A complete color-matching solution. Capture color inspiration from any surface, material, or fabric – even small, patterned, multi-colored textures and textiles – and match it quickly and accurately to a Pantone Color. CAPSURE is easy to use and portable, yet its advanced image capture technology sets a new standard for accuracy and versatility in a portable device.

Format
- The Pantone Fashion, Home + Interiors Color System Library (paper and cotton)
- The Pantone Plus Series Formula Guide (coated and uncoated), the Pantone Plus Series CMYK (coated and uncoated) and the Pantone Goe™ System (coated and uncoated) for graphic design, printing and publishing (includes sRGB, Adobe RGB, HTML, Lab and XYZ values for multimedia design)

Color
- Instant color matching in the palm of your hand
- Preloaded with more than 10,000 Pantone Colors
- The device captures your color inspiration from any surface, material or fabric – even small, patterned, multi-colored textures and textiles
- Matches it quickly and accurately to a Pantone Color

Application
- Stores up to 100 color captures, annotates colors with a voice recording and time-and-date stamp
- Toggles easily across multiple Pantone Libraries
- Synchronizes with popular design applications, including Adobe® Creative Cloud® applications
- Automatically updates color libraries through CAPSURE Sync

Inspiration
Overview
The CAPSURE and Fashion, Home + Interiors guide set includes the paper color guides of all 2,310 FHI colors, along with the CAPSURE device which houses all Pantone libraries of over 10,000 colors. Use the portable CAPSURE device to “capture” color from any surface, allowing you to collect inspiration and match it to any Pantone color with a simple click of a button. The FHI Guide serves as a quick physical reference tool when selecting and communicating your Pantone color.

Includes
- Pantone CAPSURE
- Fashion, Home + Interiors Guide set

Color
- CAPSURE is pre-loaded with over 10,000 Pantone Colors, fits in the palm of your hand, and makes collecting and accurately matching color inspiration simple and fun
- CAPSURE updates automatically and synchronizes with popular design applications so that users can operate within their typical workflows
- Fashion, Home + Interiors Guide is designed to show the appearance of color on product
- Fashion, Home + Interiors Guide illustrates all 2,310 colors as a lacquer coating on paper. The ideal tool for hard home, ceramics, paint, cosmetics, fashion accessories, and leather applications

Application
Use Case: for collecting and accurately matching color inspiration, as well as for establishing color harmonies and custom palettes, plus color extraction
Use Fashion, Home + Interiors Guide designed to show the appearance of color on product
Overview

Pantone plastic chips are a tool for palette development, communication, and production of plastic products. Our system can be matched to our Graphics or Fashion, Home + Interiors colors, enabling consistent replication across your materials. Each chip includes matte and gloss finishing, tiered thicknesses, and pigment formulations for maximum color accuracy and reproduction.

Format

- Made of Polypropylene, the referenced plastic material
- Each Chip is 3” x 1.9”, large enough to be measured by a spectrophotometer
- Two tiers of thickness, 1mm and 2mm, allows for accurate color visualization
- Double-sided with glossy and matte finishes for accurate color visualization
- Key ring hole in top right corner allows chips to be organized into palettes

Color

- Sold as individual colors, each referenced by a corresponding number
- Each chip includes corresponding pigment formulations for manufacturing accuracy
- Can be specified to any Pantone Graphics color to match your plastics color to printed materials
- Can be specified to any Pantone FHI System color to match your plastics to fabric, leather, and cosmetics
- Can be specific to any custom color developed by the Pantone Color Institute

Application

Industry: use for any product made of colored plastic, including beauty, food & beverage, consumer electronics, fashion accessories, hard home, toys, medical devices, and more

Use Case: palette development, color communication, and production of plastic products
Overview
Pantone 5 Light Booth provides a consistent and reliable environment for evaluating products and prints. As color can appear differently under various light sources – such as daylight, store lighting and fluorescent – it is important to review products and prints under each before approval so that costly issues and rejects can be avoided.

Format
- Use D65 lighting for reviewing color for hard/soft goods, textiles and coating color
- Lamps: D65 Daylight, Home "A" Tungsten, Ultraviolet, Cool White Fluorescent, 840 Fluorescent
- Multiple voltage options: 100, 115, 127, and 230
- Certificate of performance

Color
- Setup options available to best suit your industry and customers’ needs
- Contemporary design, styled to complement any workspace

Application
- Consistent, industry-standard fluorescent illumination
- Simulate common daylight, home, and store environments
- D65 dedicated light source option for industrial applications
- UV source stimulates optical brighteners, whitening agents, fluorescent pigments, and dyes
- "A" Tungsten Halogen home lighting simulation lamp
- Cool White Fluorescent (CWF) and TL84 store lighting simulation lamp options
- Identify troublesome color variations and metameric effects (when two colors appear to match in one set of lighting conditions but fail to match in another)
Overview
Designed to illustrate the appearance of color on product, TPG Sheets are available for all 2,310 of the Fashion, Home + Interiors colors as full 8.5" x 11" sheets of lacquer coating on paper. Each sheet includes a printed grid on the back for chipping with corresponding color name and number. TPG Sheets give product designers and product partners versatile color representation for communication, specification, and evaluation for hard home, ceramics, paint, cosmetics, fashion accessories, and leather applications.

Format
- 8.5" x 11" sheets
- One TPG color per sheet
- Full color coating on one side, printed 1" x 1" grid with color name and number on opposite side
- Produced to the same color standards and quality as our other TPG products (FHI Color Guide and Specifier)

The TPG (Textile Paper – Green) color number suffix indicates the latest evolution of the Fashion, Home + Interiors product line. The formulations of certain colors were adjusted from last generation's TPX products to offer a safer and more environmentally friendly product.

Color
- Available for all 2,310 TPG colors
- Nitrocellulose coating
- Each color identified by name and number, both on packaging and on back of sheet

Application
- Use for color communication, specification, and evaluation internally with stakeholders or externally with supply chain
- Ideal for rush projects
- Use for hard home, ceramics, paint, cosmetics, fashion accessories, and leather goods
Overview
The Pantone Polyester Swatch Set offers 203 unique synthetic colors for designers and colorists working in apparel, textiles, and soft home in one convenient, storage case. Our new 2” x 2” mini swatches are secured, double layered, and on unbacked 100% polyester fabric. They are easy to review, select, and replace in three removable display trays. These forecast-driven swatches come arranged by color family and are ideal tools when creating your own color stories and palettes.

Format
• New “match-style” swatch format helps secure and protect fabric with a bottom flap on the card while still allowing easy review and usage
• 2” x 2” mini swatches, perfect for palette development
• Double-layered, unbacked fabric on a non-optically brightened paper card for true representation of the color
• Arranged in a protected, portable storage box with removable trays for ease of use
• Low luster and minimal texture for more accurate color measurement
• 100% non-recycled polyester

Color
• 203 trend-forecasted neutral, bright, and pastel colors, dyed on 100% polyester fabric
• Unique but complementary colors to our cotton textile system
• All Pantone Polyester Colors formulated for achievability, repeatability, and fastness
• Colors arranged in chromatic order with numbers on trays and printed index diagram on inside cover
• Each color refers to a corresponding Swatch Card, the standard for color accuracy

Application
• Use for athleisure, swimwear, hosiery, sleepwear, footwear, juvenile, outdoor sports, soft goods, and kidswear products
• Use for palette development, mood boards, presentations, and internal color communication
PANTONE® Polyester Standards Swatch Cards SWTSX

Overview
Pantone Polyester Swatch Cards are the latest synthetic color standards for designers and product developers in apparel, textiles, and soft home. Made on double-layered fabric to the exacting color specifications, the Pantone Swatch Card allows access to full spectral data and comes in a protective pouch for assured color accuracy in production. The total 203 unique colors are forecast-driven to complement our other existing Fashion, Home + Interiors reference products.

Format
- One 4" x 4" color swatch made of 100% Warp Knit Polyester
- Double-layered un-backed fabric on a non-optically brightened paper card for true representation of the color
- Protective pouch shields the fabric from light and humidity
- Low luster and minimal texture for more accurate color measurement
- 100% Non-Recycled Polyester to minimize variation in yarn

Color
- 203 trend-forecasted neutral, bright, and pastel colors, dyed on 100% polyester fabric
- Unique but complementary colors to our cotton textile system
- Pantone Swatch Cards are dyed within a dE 0.5 tolerance*, an accurate color standard available
- Each swatch is referenced by color name and number
- Dye formulations are available for each color
- Spectral data is available for purchase separately

Application
- Use for athleisure, swimwear, hosiery, sleepwear, footwear, juvenile, outdoor sports, soft goods, and kidswear products
- Use for precise visual color evaluation, spectrophotometric color reading, and specifying color to production partners
- Use for palette development, mood boards, color communication, specification, and production

* Except for neon colors and optical whites, which are dyed within a dE <1.0 tolerance
Overview
The Pantone Fashion, Home + Interiors System introduces 200 new shades in our Metallics Shimmers Color Specifier book. This collection of lustrous metallic colors was carefully selected to provide a broad range of shimmering metallic finishes that designers, product developers, and manufacturers want. The metallic finish speaks luxury and brilliance while still showing off the true color. Use this versatile format for mood boards, product sketches, or attaching color to design files.

Format
- Single-volume, three-ring desktop binder
- One full color per page with 42 perforated 0.787" x 1.18" paper chips
- TPM (Textile Paper – Metallic) suffix indicates that it is a metallic color in the Fashion, Home + Interiors System
- Colors arranged by color family
- Each color referenced by a corresponding name and number
- Includes a Paper Chip Saver for loose chip organization and storage
- Replacement Chip Pages sold separately

Color
- 200 new colors with pearlescent and metallic finishes
- Complete collection of curated fashion and core colors, meeting market demand for creating beautiful finishes
- Nitro-cellulosal coating adds brilliance and lustrous finish

Application
- Ideal for product design, fashion accessories, fashion trim, footwear, hard home, interiors, color cosmetics, and tech/consumer electronics
- Use for palette development, mood boards, inspiration, color communication, specification, and production
PANTONE®
Metallic Shimmers Color Guide FHIP310N

Overview
The Pantone Fashion, Home + Interiors System introduces 200 new shades in our Metallics Shimmers Color Guide. This collection of lustrous metallic colors was carefully selected to provide a broad range of shimmering metallic finishes that designers, product developers, and manufacturers want. The metallic finish speaks luxury and brilliance while still showing off the true color on products. This guide’s fan format displays one full-bleed color per page.

Format
• One volume with 200 colors in a fan format
• One full-bleed color per 1.75” x 6” page
• Produced using pigment on paper (nitro-cellulosic coating), similar to a paint sample
• TPM (Textile Paper – Metallic) suffix indicates that it is a metallic color in the Fashion, Home + Interiors System
• Colors arranged by color family
• Each color referenced by a corresponding name and number

Color
• 200 new colors with pearlescent and metallic finishes
• Complete collection of curated fashion and core colors, meeting market demand for creating beautiful finishes
• Nitro-cellulosic coating adds brilliance and lustrous finish

Application
• Ideal for product design, fashion accessories, fashion trim, footwear, hard home, interiors, color cosmetics, and tech/consumer electronics
• Use for palette development, mood boards, inspiration, color communication, specification, and production

SHOP NOW
Overview
The Pantone Fashion, Home + Interiors System introduces 200 new shades as individual Metallics Shimmers (TPM) sheets. This collection of lustrous metallic colors was carefully selected to provide a broad range of shimmering metallic finishes that designers, product developers, and manufacturers want. This versatile format can be used for communication, specification, and evaluation.

Format
- 8.5"x11" sheets with removable packaging header, packed in clear protective pouch
- One Pantone TPM Color per sheet
- Full color coating on one side, printed 1"x1" grid with Pantone Color Name and Number on the back
- TPM (Textile Paper – Metallic) suffix indicates that it is a metallic color in the Fashion, Home + Interiors System

Color
- 200 new colors with pearlescent and metallic finishes
- Complete collection of curated fashion and core colors
- Nitro-cellulosic coating adds brilliance and lustrous finish

Application
- Ideal for product design, fashion accessories, fashion trim, footwear, hard home, interiors, color cosmetics, and tech/consumer electronics
- Use for palette development, mood boards, inspiration, color communication, specification, and production

SHOP NOW
Overview
The new i1Studio Designer Edition is the start-to-finish color management solution for Color Perfectionists looking for high-quality results. The i1Studio spectrophotometer calibrates multiple devices and Pantone Color Manager software allows you to export color-perfected palettes directly into your design tools. Your final production will match your vision more closely than you ever thought possible.

Format
- i1Studio spectrophotometer
- i1Studio profiling software for monitors, projectors, scanners, and printers
- Pantone Color Manager software and Quick Start Guide

Color:
- Black and silver spectrophotometer
- Protective bag/monitor holder
- USB cable
- Mini ColorChecker Classic
- Software download URL card
- Pantone Color Manager software download URL card

Application:
Color perfectionists know that a calibrated and profiled display is a critical element in an efficient digital workflow. Enhanced features include:
- Technologically advanced, multi-functional measurement device
- Next-generation i1Studio software for calibrating and profiling modern display and projector technologies, including LED and Wide Gamut LCDs
- Infinite control of white point, luminance, contrast ratio, gamma, and more
- Intelligent Iterative Profiling technology measures and analyzes the color capabilities of each unique display for increased accuracy of profile
- Ambient Light Smart Control – measurement, compensation, and ongoing monitoring of ambient lighting conditions
- Flare Correct™ – measurement and compensation of display surface glare
- Automatic Display Control (ADC) adjusts your display’s hardware to speed up process and eliminate manual adjustments